WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. — New Mexico Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham notified the Navajo Nation Office of the Speaker Sunday afternoon that the City of Gallup will continue to be closed through Thursday, May 7 under a state of emergency. The lockdown furthers government efforts to enforce social distancing and thereby interrupt the transmission of the coronavirus (COVID-19) from person-to-person.

Gov. Lujan Grisham issued Executive Order 2020-027 on Friday closing all roads into Gallup, N.M. and to close businesses from 5:00 PM - 8:00 AM. That order was set to expire at noon on Monday, May 4.

Gallup Mayor Louie Bonaguidi sent a letter (attached) to Gov. Lujan Grisham, dated May 3, 2020, requesting the extension of the state of emergency in the city. Mayor Bonaguidi acknowledged the use of the state’s Riot Control Act was a drastic, but necessary, action to slow the spread of COVID-19.

The Gallup city police, McKinley County sheriff’s department, New Mexico State Police and the Department of Transportation partnered to patrol and enforce the closure of Gallup roads.

1,144 positive cases of COVID-19 were reported in McKinley County Sunday evening. The county has the most positive cases in New Mexico.

###

CONTACT EMAIL: nnlb.communications@gmail.com
Byron C. Shorty, INT Communications Director, (928) 287-2085.
May 3, 2020

Dear Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham,

Pursuant to NMSA 1978 §§ 12-10-16 through 12-10-21 (“the Riot Control Act”), I respectfully ask that you extend the state of emergency pursuant within the boundaries of the City of Gallup. This request is being made as a result of the COVID-19 outbreak in our community, which constitutes an unprecedented health crisis. The virus has caused many deaths, stretched our medical facilities and resources to their capacity, and adversely impacted the welfare of the City of Gallup. Our community is unable to adequately address the outbreak without the continued imposition of certain restrictions necessary to regulate social distancing, public gatherings, sales of good, and the use of public streets. See generally, NMSA 1978, § 12-10-18 (2005).

I recognize this request is unusual and constitutes a drastic measure, and the emergency powers set out under the Riot Control Act should be invoked sparingly. However, the COVID-19 outbreak in the City of Gallup is a crisis of the highest order. Continued action is necessary. Only through the extension of the invocation of your authority under the Riot Control Act can our community impose the measures necessary to stem transmission of COVID-19. Your continued support with law enforcement agencies, NMDOT, and the National Guard unit are requested.

We will continue to collaborate with your office regarding the specific restrictions necessary to address this crisis. However, we request that you change the evening hours of the curfew on businesses from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. to allow essential workers access to groceries and food after work. Further, we have determined that the situation warrants your continued exercise of authority.

Please use the mayor@gallupnm.gov as your email contact and I can be reached at (505) 863-1221.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]
Louis Bonaguidi, Mayor
City of Gallup